25 Aug 1983

"At a cross roads" "discovering I know in a field" whatever you do...

"Hullins: no call back with CEC unless (more) evidence of good
"real (situation) - not good for Sally (all)
"Not going to watch or primary material read given
to me"

"Duplication of government expenditure"
"Recut - cannot argue against logic of CEC having
HTC fixed. Had overwhelmingly
"Do not consider winner that we have until
"in 1 year or so"

"Expect CEC to have given us the best primary material -
home not"

"Kely will not come down with any request"
"No way we can collaborate on request"
"No request to flow from CEC back to you"
"You aren’t going to have it even in retrospective"
"My goal is to support you over any
church/secretariat (if you want to) keep in line
with those in the know"

"Don’t form contrary relationships with others
"ex. Poynt"
"Want with Sally"
"Should beambaing"